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We report on the polarization selection rules of inter-Landau-level transitions using reflection-type

optical Hall effect measurements from 600 to 4000 cm�1 on epitaxial graphene grown by thermal

decomposition of silicon carbide. We observe symmetric and antisymmetric signatures in our data due to

polarization preserving and polarization mixing inter-Landau-level transitions, respectively. From field-

dependent measurements, we identify that transitions in coupled graphene monolayers are governed

by polarization mixing selection rules, whereas transitions in decoupled graphene monolayers are governed

by polarization preserving selection rules. The selection rules may find explanation by different coupling

mechanisms of inter-Landau-level transitions with free charge carrier magneto-optic plasma oscillations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.111.077402 PACS numbers: 78.67.Wj, 71.70.Di, 76.40.+b, 77.22.Ej

Epitaxial graphene grown by thermal decomposition
onto SiC substrates has received tremendous interest due
to its unique physical and electronic properties where
free charge carriers behave as quasi-Dirac particles,
for instance [1–12]. Infrared magneto-optic spectroscopy
has been widely applied to probe the electronic states of
graphene by monitoring the magnetic field and frequency
dependencies of inter-Landau-level transitions (LL)
[1,2,13–15]. However, the polarization properties of
inter-Landau-level transitions and their polarization
selection rules, that is, whether individual transitions
are polarization preserving or polarization mixing, are
unknown. The polarization selection rules determine the
symmetry properties of the magneto-optic dielectric per-
mittivity tensor "MO. For a given series of inter-Landau-
level transitions, "MO can be constructed and compared
with physical model descriptions. Sufficient information
for obtaining the polarization selection rules and to con-
struct "MO is provided by optical Hall effect measure-
ments [16,17] and is presented in this Letter. We report
here on our observation of isotropic and anisotropic
inter-Landau-level transitions from optical Hall effect
measurements which differ in their magnetic field depen-
dencies, and we discuss possible physical origins by
reconstructing "MO using simple model scenarios.

The optical Hall effect determines changes of optical
properties of thin film samples under the influence of
external magnetic fields [17–19]. In contrast to Faraday
rotation, measurements are conveniently taken in
reflection-type arrangement at oblique angle of incidence,
thereby discriminating between parallel and perpendicular

polarization. Measurements are performed in the Stokes
vector approach, and results are reported in the Mueller
matrix presentation, which allows immediate differen-
tiation between polarization preserving (isotropic) as well
as polarization mixing (anisotropic) sample properties.
Subsequent data analysis using model approaches for the
dielectric function, or equivalently the optical conductivity,
permits quantitative access to physical model parameters.
In the Stokes formalism, the Mueller matrix M connects
the Stokes vector of incident and reflected electromagnetic
waves Sin and Sout, respectively, where Sout ¼ MSin [20].
The optical Hall effect determines magnetic field-induced
differences �M with respect to M at zero field. �M con-
tains nonzero on-diagonal-block elements only (�M11,
�M12, �M21, �M22, �M33, �M34, �M43, and �M44) when
the magnetic field-induced sample response is purely
isotropic; i.e., no polarization mixing occurs. Additional,
nonzero off-diagonal-block elements occur (�M13, �M31,
�M14, �M41, �M23, �M32, �M24, and �M42) when the
magnetic field-induced sample response is anisotropic;
i.e., polarization mode mixing occurs [20]. Therefore,
symmetric signatures of inter-Landau-level transitions
occur within the on-diagonal-block elements only.
Antisymmetric signatures also occur within all off-diago-
nal-block elements. We note that in our setup, elements of
both the fourth row and column are inaccessible, and all
remaining elements are normalized byM11 removing light
source base line fluctuations, providing eight independent
pieces of information.
The epitaxial graphene sample investigated in this Letter

was grown by sublimation on the C-polar (000�1) surface
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of a semi-insulating 6H-SiC substrate. During the growth,
the SiC substrate was heated to 1400 �C in an argon atmo-
sphere. Further information on growth conditions can be
found in Ref. [21]. We estimate the number of graphene
layers to be 10–20, similar to those measured previously on
C-face 4H-SiC [22]. Optical Hall effect measurements
were carried out at a �a ¼ 45� angle of incidence in the
spectral range from 600 to 4000 cm�1 with a spectral
resolution of 1 cm�1 [16]. The samplewas held at tempera-
ture T ¼ 1:5 K. The magnetic field was varied from B ¼ 0
to 8 T in 0.1 T increments while the magnetic field direction
was parallel to the reflected beam, resulting in a magnetic

field Bc ¼ B=
ffiffiffi
2

p
parallel to the sample normal.

Quantitative optical Hall effect data analysis requires
stratified layer model calculations in which parametrized
dielectric functions are used. Least-square principle
methods are employed in order to vary model parameters
until calculated and experimental ellipsometric data are
matched as closely as possible (best model) [23]. The
dielectric functions for silicon carbide are composed of
Lorentzian-broadened oscillators described by the respec-
tive longitudinal-optical and transverse-optical phonon
frequencies [24].

Figure 1 depicts results of optical Hall effect measure-
ments at Bc ¼ þð5:66� 0:02Þ T. Graphs are arranged

according to their appearance in the Mueller matrix, with
the top left corner (�M11) omitted. The spectral response
observed in the on-diagonal-block elements is distinctly
different from the off-diagonal-block response. Multiple
transitions with different polarization signatures can be
identified. Sets of signatures belong to different series of
inter-Landau-level transitions, as will be discussed below.
Comparing representative elements, e.g., �M33 and �M32,
two sets with different polarization properties can be
identified. The first set of transitions, indicated with vertical
arrows labeled LLSLG, is isotropic, i.e., not associated with
polarization mixing, and spread out over the entire
measured spectral range. These transitions do not occur
in off-diagonal-block elements. The term SLG stands
for single-layer graphene, as discussed further below. The
second set of resonances, indicated with vertical arrows
labeled LLBLG, is anisotropic, i.e., associated with polariza-
tion mixing, and occurs in a narrower range from 600
to 1500 cm�1. The term BLG indicates bilayer graphene,
as discussed further below as well. However, a subset of
these transitions will be assigned to trilayer graphene. In
addition, a pronounced feature observed at 970 cm�1, indi-
cated with vertical arrows and labeled by DTC, is common
to all graphs in Fig. 1 and hence anisotropic. The term DTC
stands for Drude-type carriers. Nonzero off-diagonal-block

FIG. 1 (color online). Optical Hall effect experimental data (green, dotted lines) and best-model fit data (red, solid lines) for epitaxial
graphene at Bc ¼ þð5:66� 0:02Þ T and T ¼ 1:5 K. The angle of incidence is �a ¼ 45�. DTC, BLG, and SLG denote contributions
assigned in this Letter to Drude-type carriers, bilayer graphene LL, and single-layer graphene LL, respectively. Signatures indicated by
SLG are isotropic and do not occur in off-diagonal-block elements �M13, �M23, �M31, and �M32 (shaded background), while features
labeled with DTC and BLG are anisotropic and cause polarization mixing. A schematic representation of the optical Hall effect
experimental setup is given in the left upper corner.
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Mueller matrix elements are inherently tied to the existence
of off-diagonal components in "MO. Thus, a priori, onemust
conclude that transitions LLSLG originate from processes in
sample regions with polarizability contributions to "MO that
are diagonal in "MO and hence isotropic. Likewise, transi-
tions LLBLG are to be described by contributions with non-
diagonal components in "MO.

Without loss of generality, the optical response of elect-
ronic systems with bound and unbound excitations subjected
to external magnetic fields can be constructed by using
magneto-optic polarizability functions �þ and �� for right-
and left-handed circularly polarized light, respectively [18].
In Cartesian coordinates, "MO is then antisymmetric:

"MO ¼ Iþ 1

2

ð�þ þ ��Þ ið�þ � ��Þ 0

�ið�þ � ��Þ ð�þ þ ��Þ 0

0 0 0

0
BB@

1
CCA; (1)

where I indicates the unit matrix and the magnetic field is
taken along the z direction. All other dielectric contributions
are omitted. For �þ � ��, "MO describes a medium with
anisotropic magneto-optical properties which produce non-
vanishing off-diagonal-block elements in the optical Hall
effect, whereas for �þ ¼ ��, "MO describes a medium with
isotropicmagneto-optical properties, and off-diagonal-block
elements in the optical Hall effect do not occur. Hence, for
transitions LLSLG, �þ ¼ ��, while for LLBLG, �þ���.
A semiclassical description for �� can be obtained using n
series of Lorentzian-broadened Green functions at energies
@!0;n with spectral weight !2

p;n, scattering life time 1=�n,

and including coupling to a magneto-optic plasma mode!c

�� ¼ X
n

!2
p;nð!2

0;n �!2 � i!�p;n � i!!cÞ�1: (2)

When the plasma coupling is turned off, i.e., !c ! 0,
"MO becomes symmetric. Standard layermodel calculations
to determine the Mueller matrix elements of epitaxial gra-
phene on silicon carbide using Eqs. (1) and (2) reproduce
the line shape and isotropy of all features labeled LLSLG in
Fig. 1. When coupling with plasma modes is considered,
i.e.,!c > 0, features are mapped out onto the off-diagonal-
block elements, and line shapes match excellently with the
experimental data for transitions labeled by LLBLG.

Figure 2 summarizes representative on-diagonal- and off-
diagonal-block Mueller matrix difference spectra as a func-
tion of the magnetic field. The anisotropic resonance
at 970 cm�1, labeled with DTC, increases in amplitude
with increasing magnetic field strength. The wave number,
however, at which this resonance occurs does not vary
with the external magnetic field strength. The physical origin
of this resonance is the coupled motion of bound charge
displacement near the longitudinal-optical phonon mode of
the silicon carbide substratewith a free charge carrier plasma
at the sample surface producing resonant magneto-optic
birefringence [18,23,25]. Equations (1) and (2) can be used
to render this phenomenon when @!0 is the (bound) phonon

mode energy. The resulting polarization contribution is an-
isotropic and occurs in all Mueller matrix elements. We
attribute this mode to highly doped graphene layers in the
close vicinity of the interface between the substrate and the
epitaxial graphene, originating fromSiC charge transfer [26].
The magnetic field-dependent measurements reveal that

energy spacings of transitions LLSLG scale with the square
root of transition index n and magnetic field B, indicative
for the Dirac-type band structure with Fermi level close to
the charge neutrality point [13]. Data in Fig. 3(a) are

FIG. 2 (color online). Selected on- and off-diagonal-block
optical Hall effect spectra (T ¼ 1:5 K, �a ¼ 45�) for Bc ¼
þð0:707� 0:002Þ T to Bc ¼ þð5:66� 0:02Þ T in 0.07 T incre-
ments. The graphs are stacked by 0.006. (a) �M33: Isotropic
inter-Landau-level transitions, indicated by letters according to
Sadowski et al. [13]. (b) �M32: Anisotropic inter-Landau-level
transitions, indicated by blue and red arrows.

FIG. 3 (color online). Symmetric [(a) isotropic] and antisym-
metric [(b) anisotropic] inter-Landau-level transition energies in
epitaxial graphene determined from optical Hall effect measure-
ments at 1.5 K. Solid lines denote single-layer graphene [(a)
black solid lines and dots], bilayer graphene [(b) blue solid lines
and dots], and trilayer graphene [(b) red dashed lines and dots]
dependencies on the magnetic field.
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parameters !0;n obtained from best-match model analysis

of the optical Hall effect spectra as a function of Bc. We
attribute these transitions to originate within regions of the
epitaxial graphene that are composed of decoupled, quasi-
neutral graphene sheets [14]. Energies in Fig. 3(a) follow

ELL
SLGðnÞ ¼ sgnðnÞE0

ffiffiffiffiffiffijnjp
with E0 ¼ ~c

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2@ejBcj

p
and aver-

age velocity of Dirac fermions ~c. The naming convention
used to indicate transitions in Fig. 3(a) is adapted from
Sadowski et al. [27]. Optical selection rules for transitions
between levels n0 and n require jn0j ¼ jnj � 1. The best-
match model velocity obtained from matching all data in

Fig. 3(a) is ~c ¼ ð1:01� 0:01Þ � 106 m=s, in very good
agreement with Refs. [4,13–15,28,29]. The corresponding
best-match functions ELL

SLG versus Bc are plotted as solid

lines in Fig. 3(a).
Transition energy parameters obtained from best-match

model analysis of the off-diagonal-block optical Hall effect
data are plotted in Fig. 3(b) and exhibit sublinear behavior.
The magnetic field scaling of the energy spacings for the
anisotropic transitions suggests bi- and trilayer graphene as
their physical origin. The transition energies of N-layer
graphene have been described as [15,30,31]

ELL
N-BLGðn;�Þ¼ sgnðnÞ 1ffiffiffi

2
p

�
ð�N�Þ2þð2jnjþ1ÞE2

0þ�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð�N�Þ4þ2ð2jnjþ1ÞE2

0ð�N�Þ2þE4
0

q �
1=2

; (3)

with coupling constant �, layer parameter �N [31], and
where � ¼ �1, þ1 corresponds to the higher and lower
subbands in the limit of zero magnetic field, respectively
[31]. Optical selection rules are the same as for ELL

SLGðnÞ.
Using ~c¼ð1:01�0:01Þ�106m=s, best-match model func-
tions are plotted in Fig. 3(b) for N ¼ 2 and N ¼ 3 as blue
(solid) and red (dashed) lines, respectively. No transition
was observed that would correspond to N > 3. These
transitions can be assigned to Bernal stacked bilayer
graphene (N ¼ 2) and trilayer graphene (N ¼ 3). The
best-match model parameters obtained here are �¼
ð3120�175Þcm�1 for N ¼ 2, corroborating the result
obtained by Orlita et al. from Fourier-transform infrared
transmission experiments [15]. For N ¼ 3, we observe
� ¼ ð3150� 20Þ cm�1, which renders the first experi-
mental confirmation of the theoretical predictions by
Koshino and Ando for trilayer graphene [31]. We note
that these anisotropic inter-Landau-level transitions are
only observed and resolved for n ¼ 2; . . . ; 6 for bilayer
graphene, and for n ¼ 4 and n ¼ 5 for trilayer graphene.
At this point, we do not know why transitions with n > 6
forN ¼ 2 and n � 4, n � 5 forN ¼ 3 cannot be observed.
However, the fact that these transitions appear with aniso-
tropic optical Hall effect signatures suggests their coupling
with free charge carriers within the sample. We propose
that stacking order defects within the bilayer and trilayer
graphene allows for coupling of Dirac particles within their
Landau levels with the cyclotron resonance [9] of the free
carrier plasma, resulting in anisotropic inter-Landau-level
transition signatures.

The polarization selection rules are obtained here from
polarization resolved measurements of the optical Hall
effect instrument. The different polarization selection rules
observed for the transitions labeled with SLG and BLG
indicate that different physical processes contribute to their
respective magneto-optic polarizability tensors. A possible
mechanism using coupled or uncoupled bound or unbound
electronic transitions was described above. According to
this scenario, BLG transitions are affected by free charge

carrier plasma oscillations whereas transitions SLG are not.
The different coupling mechanisms for transitions in sets
SLG and BLG can be concluded here from the knowledge
of the polarization selection rules. We consider it worth
noting that the polarization selection rules observed here
for the different sets of inter-Landau-level transitions are
invariant with respect to the magnetic field strength, over
the range of magnetic fields observed here. This suggests
that the mechanisms which lead to the different polarization
selection rules, for example, the coupling of bound elec-
tronic transitions with magnetoplasma oscillations, are not
affected by the magnetic field. This may change, however,
at larger magnetic fields than those investigated here.
In conclusion, we find that inter-Landau-level transitions

in epitaxial graphene grown on C-face SiC are governed
by different polarization selection rules. The transitions
belong to different sets, where each set possesses its own
polarization selection rule. Hence, for a given magnetic
field, the polarization behavior and selection rules can be
used to differentiate the sets to which observed transitions
belong. The polarization behavior can be obtained, for
example, by reflection-type optical Hall effect meas-
urements in the infrared spectral region. Specifically, for
epitaxial graphene, two sets of transition series with polar-
ization preserving as well as polarization mixing prop-
erties occur. We identify that the polarization preserving
transitions originate from decoupled graphene monolayers,
while the polarization mixing transitions originate from
bilayer and trilayer graphene. This identification follows
from observation of transitions belonging to equal polar-
ization rules as a function of the magnetic field strengths.
The polarization preserving and polarization mixing rules
may find explanation by different coupling mechanisms
of inter-Landau-level transitions with free charge carrier
magneto-optic plasma oscillations.
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